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Abstract

The aeroacoustics of advanced, high-speed propellers (propfans) are reviewed from the perspective of NASA research conducted in support of the Advanced Turboprop Program. Aerodynamic and acoustic components of prediction methods for near and far field noise are summarized for both single and counterrotation propellers in uninstalled and installed configurations. Experimental results from tests at both takeoff/approach and cruise conditions are reviewed with emphasis on: (1) single and counterrotation model tests in the NASA Lewis 9 by 15 (low-speed) and 8 by 6 (high-speed) wind tunnels and (2) full-scale flight tests of a 9-ft (2.74-m) single rotation wing mounted tractor and a 17.7-ft (5.37-m) diameter counterrotation aft mounted pusher propeller. Comparisons of model data projected to flight with full-scale flight data show good agreement validating the scale model wind tunnel approach. Likewise, comparisons of measured and predicted noise levels show excellent agreement for both single and counterrotation propellers. Progress in describing angle of attack and installation effects is also summarized. Finally, the aeroacoustic issues associated with ducted propellers (very high bypass fans) are discussed.

Introduction

Advanced propeller aeroacoustics research has been a major component of the NASA Advanced Turboprop Program. While energy efficiency was the prime objective, airport community and aircraft cabin noise constraints and structural integrity were essential ingredients determining the content of the overall research effort. This paper highlights aeroacoustic results from more than a decade of work. The emphasis is on advanced propeller source noise prediction and measurement in both the low speed takeoff/approach and high-speed cruise regimes which address community and cabin noise, respectively. The results described are the products of NASA Lewis in-house and sponsored research. Both model and full-scale data are compared to predictions based on aerodynamic inputs to acoustic radiation analyses.

The term "advanced propeller" as used here refers to a configuration of the type shown in Fig. 1. The distinguishing features of this class of propeller (or propfan) are very thin swept blades, typically 8 to 12 in number, designed for cruise Mach numbers of the order of 0.8. The particular propeller shown undergoing static tests in Fig. 1 is a 9-ft (2.74-m) diameter, wing-mounted tractor configuration, which has eight blades and a design tip speed of 800 ft/sec (244 m/sec). Helical tip Mach number at cruise is supersonic (e.g., M = 1.15).

Figure 2 is a flow chart outlining the aerodynamic and acoustic elements involved in analyzing advanced propeller noise generation. Flow field and configuration complexity increases as we move from left to right in the three column headings. Beginning on the left, for a single rotation propeller in a uniform flow the steady loading and thickness noise sources defined by the steady blade pressures and the blade geometry, respectively, feed into a source noise radiation model whose output is the near and far field noise. It should be noted that this discussion pertains to tone noise generation since this spectral component dominates the propeller noise spectrum. The second column deals with counterrotation propellers operating in a uniform flow field. This situation requires the description of the additional loading mechanism associated with blade row unsteady aerodynamic interactions produced by blade wakes, vortices, and flow nonuniformities from one blade row interacting with the other blade row. The unsteady aerodynamic response in the form of fluctuating blade pressures must be input to the source noise radiation model in addition to the steady components for each blade row. Finally, the third column addresses the added complexity of single or counterrotation propellers operating at angle-of-attack or in nonuniform flow fields produced by such things as engine support struts and airframe flow fields.

The discussion in this paper proceeds as follows. Prediction methods for single and counterrotation configurations are reviewed for both steady and unsteady sources. Next, results of model scale experiments are described followed by full-scale flight data from the single rotation Propeller Test Assessment (PTA) and the counterrotation Unducted Fan (UDF) tests. Comparisons of predictions with the data, both model and full scale, are included. Finally, the aeroacoustic issues associated with ducted propeller (very high bypass) configurations are discussed.

Aerocoustic Prediction Methods

Table I lists various combinations of aerodynamic and acoustic analysis methods which have been addressed in developing computer programs (codes) to deal with the hierarchy of propeller noise generation mechanisms discussed in connection with Fig. 2. The starting points for acoustic predictions are methods to calculate both steady and unsteady propeller flow fields as indicated by the column labeled "aerodynamic input." Acoustic models may apply to single or counterrotation configurations which are either uninstalled or installed, i.e., allow for nonuniform inflow. An indication of the status of the combination of aerodynamic and acoustic analysis codes is indicated following each entry. Overall, the state-of-the-art for aerodynamic prediction has advanced to operational three-dimensional steady and unsteady Euler codes, with active development of three-dimensional steady Navier-Stokes codes underway.
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The acoustic radiation models are, with a few exceptions, linear and of two types: time domain (7) or frequency domain (8). In the steady loading regime, lifting line, lifting surface, and Euler solutions have been input to either of the two acoustic formulations (items A to C in Table I, Refs. 9-11). For the one case in Table I where nonlinear acoustic propagation comes into play (item C2, Ref. 12), a three-dimensional Euler code is used to directly compute near field pressures with the intention of coupling the results to a linear far field propagation model. Numerical dissipation associated with the computational grid must be carefully considered and much work remains to be done to refine this approach.

Item B in Table I is a unified aerodynamic and acoustic approach developed by Hamilton Standard (8) under a NASA Lewis contract. A three-dimensional linear lifting surface theory is used with some nonlinear aerodynamic modifications to handle induction and leading edge vortex formation at off-design conditions. A single rotation code, which has subroutines to calculate boundary layer refraction and wing shielding, is being evaluated at Hamilton Standard and NASA Lewis. Navier-Stokes input to acoustics models awaits the refinement of the application of viscous flow solvers to advanced propeller configurations.

In the unsteady regime dealing with counterrotation and installation effects, considerable progress has been made using linear unsteady aerodynamic response models. The three approaches labeled E1 to E3 have been developed by General Electric (13, 14) under NASA Lewis contracts. The uninstalled counterrotation code uses a mix of aerodynamic methods: section lift and drag determined by separate means are input as a function of radius for each rotor along with a choice of chordwise loading distribution. A semi-empirical, wake-vortex model gives gust input to the downstream blade row whose unsteady loading is given by a linear response function. Unequal rotor speeds and downwash numbers are input by analysis. Installed single and counterrotation codes (E2 and E3) use an actuator disk and either quasi-steady or linear lift response to calculate unsteady loading contributions to the noise for operation at angle-of-attack or in nonuniform flow. An additional modification to the steady loading and thickness contributions has been incorporated to account for the steady flow component in the propeller plane for angle-of-attack situations. (15) The cross-disk component has the effect of changing the radiation efficiency of the acoustic modes radiating from the propeller.

Linear unsteady aerodynamic response has been included in the unsteady lifting surface theory for single rotation and has also been incorporated into a counterrotation analysis (item F). Viscous wakes and leading edge vortices are modeled semi-empirically. Fully three-dimensional unsteady Euler equation solutions have recently been obtained for the case of a propeller at angle-of-attack (item C, Ref. 16) and acoustic calculations are in progress. During one revolution of the propeller, individual blade loading is computed to vary by a factor of more than eight. Unsteady Navier-Stokes solutions (item H) remain to be developed following the validation of steady viscous codes now underway.

Experimental Results and Comparisons with Predictions

The data reported here are primarily from four sources: the model scale tests in the NASA Lewis 8- by 6-ft and 9- by 15-ft wind tunnels, and the full-scale flight tests of the PTA, and 727 UDF aircraft, which included, for some flights, by the instrumented Lewis Learjet. Advanced propeller acoustic data also exist from the United Technologies Acoustic Research Tunnel, the General Electric Cell 41 facility, and the Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel (17, 18). In addition, flight data were acquired on the 727 UDF, (19) the MD-80 UDF (20) and the MD-90 UDF (21).

Wind Tunnel Aeroacoustic Measurements

Extensive near field model data in the cruise regime were obtained in the Lewis 8- by 6-ft wind tunnel by measuring with an array of transducers which are flush mounted in a metal plate as shown in Fig. 3. This technique tends to single rotor blade effects and has subroutines to calculate the effects of any reflections from the porous walls in comparison to a freestream microphone measurement, and the refraction by the boundary layer on the plate is less than for a microphone mounted in the tunnel wall where the boundary layer is much thicker. A large body of single and counterrotating data has been compiled using a boundary layer thickness or the sound frequency is increased. On the other hand, attempts to design wall acoustic treatment to achieve anechoic tunnel conditions at high subsonic Mach numbers are greatly complicated by refraction at upstream locations. A comparison of results from the Lewis 8- by 6-ft wind tunnel with those performed by the same propeller model in the acoustically treated Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel are shown in Fig. 4. Agreement is generally quite good, and the plane of rotation. At the higher harmonics the effect of refraction at forward angles on the plate in the 8- by 6-ft tunnel is evident. Attempts to correct for the effects of a boundary layer refraction model were unsuccessful at far forward angles indicating the need for a more refined refraction analysis. (23) Figure 5 compares full-scale flight data obtained on the fuselage and boom of the PTA aircraft with the 9-ft (2.74-m) diameter SR-7 propeller to the scaled 8- by 6-ft tunnel data of the 2-ft (0.61-m) diameter model of the SR-7. Agreement is quite good for this flight condition where the angle-of-attack into the propeller was nearly zero corresponding to the zero angle-of-attack of the wind tunnel model.

Model data at low speed conditions representative of takeoff/approach were obtained in the Lewis 9- by 15-ft Anechoic Wind Tunnel shown in Fig. 6. A counterrotation propeller model is shown along with a traversing sideline microphone and a polar microphone probe installed on the model itself. The walls of the tunnel are acoustically treated with a 13-in. (33-cm) thick double layer bulk absorber treatment designed to be
Data. However, when the steady flow component in the plane of the propeller was accounted for, (15) the changes in the steady loading and thickness components due to the altered radiation efficiency improved the prediction significantly (the solid curve). Since the phenomena, which is more prominent for high tip speed, heavily loaded propellers with a large number of blades, was calculated only to first order in crossflow Mach number, further improvement may result as the analysis is refined.

Installation effects for single rotation have been explored with a wing-mounted tractor configuration at takeoff/approach conditions using the scale model SR-7 propeller. (29) Angle-of-attack of the wing-prop assembly was varied and angle between the propeller and the nacelle chordline was varied in a manner analogous to the nacelle tilt variations in the full-scale PTA flight tests with the SR-7L. The effects of propeller axis droop are summarized in Fig. 12 where maximum tone noise is plotted versus angle-of-attack for four droop angles. It can be seen that droop has little effect at the fundamental and only small influence at the second harmonic. The presence of the wing increases the tone levels a few decibels and also increases the rate of change of tone level with angle-of-attack.

Counterrotation Model Acoustic Results

The distinguishing feature of a counterrotation compared to a single rotation noise spectrum is the appearance of many of the possible sum and difference frequencies of the two rotors in addition to all harmonics of each separate rotor. A sample spectrum at takeoff/approach conditions is shown in Fig. 13 for the F7/A7 propeller with 16 x 8 (forward x spins) for the case, the interaction tones at nBFy + mBFz dominate the spectrum at frequencies above the fundamental tones of the two rotors. While the fundamental tones peak near the plane of rotation, the interaction tones tend to peak away from the plane of rotation.

Directly below the aircraft in the plane of rotation of the aft propeller, the fundamental tones, vary strongly with angle of attack as shown in Fig. 14 (compare the levels with Fig. 10). In contrast, the interaction tones at this location are quite insensitive to angle of attack. Of course, the azimuthal directivity is decidedly asymmetric at nonzero angles of attack.

At cruise conditions the rotor alone tones controlled by thickness and loading tend to dominate the tone levels compared to interaction tones, particularly near the plane of rotation. Figure 15 shows the tone directivities measured in the near field of the F7/A1 propeller which was run with 9 x 8 blades producing a spectrum with all tones well separated in frequency. (30) The second harmonics, the first interaction tone and the sum of the three are shown. The interaction tone is more than 10 dB down from the second harmonics in the vicinity of the plane of rotation. Rotor alone fundamental tones are of the order of 10 dB higher than the rotor alone second harmonics. In short, interaction noise at cruise is only a contributor to the propeller axis.

Predictions for this propeller using the theory of
Ref. 14 are shown in Fig. 16 for the second harmonics. Agreement with the 8- by 6-ft wind tunnel data is quite good except at a few forward angles.

One of the aspects of counterrotation takeoff/ approach noise studied in the 9- by 15-ft Anechoic Wind Tunnel was the effect of rotor-to-rotor spacing on interaction tones for an equal diameter and a reduced diameter aft rotor, designated F7/A7 and F7/A3, respectively. Measurements for the 11 x 9 configurations are shown in Fig. 17.[31] as a function of spacing between the rotor pitch change axes. If rotor-to-rotor interaction noise is strongly influenced by tip flow disturbances from the forward rotor such as vortices in addition to the spanwise viscous wakes, a reduced diameter aft rotor could avoid the vortex interaction. In that case, as spacing is increased, interaction tones would be expected to fall off at a faster rate because viscous wake decay with downstream distance is more rapid than vortex decay. For the data in Fig. 17, F7/A7 and F7/A3 were absorbing the same power at the same rotational speed and produced nearly equal thrust by setting A3 at a higher pitch than A7. Measurements for the 11 x 9 configurations for the highly loaded A3 with F7. In fact, diagnostic tests using bladed mounted pressure transducers[32] showed that a transducer on F7 sensed an unsteady pressure at a frequency corresponding to the number of times per second that the aft rotor passed the instrumented forward blade.

When the counterrotation theory[14] was applied to predict levels of the first three interaction tones for F7/A7, the comparisons in Fig. 18 were obtained. The shapes and levels of the measured and predicted directivities are generally in agreement except for the 28BPF tone at aft angles. Aerodynamic modelling of the forward rotor wake and tip vortex is influential in determining the strength of each interaction tone which also corresponds to a particular acoustic mode. A range of data-theory comparisons including F7/A3 propeller, showed a tendency to overpredict the benefits of using a reduced diameter aft rotor.[14]

The effects on noise of an aft mount installation including an upstream support pylon and the presence of a body simulating the after portion of an aircraft fuselage have also been investigated at takeoff/ approach conditions including angle-of-attack. Additional noise at the rotor alone tones and their harmonics is generated by the pylon wake interacting with the blade rows. The magnitudes of the increases for an observer during flyover are only a few decibels for the fundamentals, but may be 50 DB or more at harmonics. When the model is pitched to angle of attack, the pylon acts as a vane to presirril the edge of the rotors. The presirril has the effect of decreasing the loading on one row and decreasing it on the other. The acoustic effects for the F7/A3 propeller are shown in Fig. 19 as maximum forward rotor fundamental tone levels versus angle-of-attack at two azimuthal locations corresponding to $\phi = 0^\circ$ directly above and $\phi = 180^\circ$ directly below the propeller. It is seen that the maximum tone levels are increased or decreased as the angle-of-attack depending on azimuthal position and whether the blade angles are adjusted to equalize forward and aft rotor torques in the presence of pylon induced inflow swirl.

As can be seen in Fig. 20, the presence of the pylon and aft fuselage simulation all tends to increase the fundamental tone levels in the azimuthal direction at $\phi = 90^\circ$, i.e., in the horizontal plane though the propeller axis.[34] Reflection from the simulated aft fuselage is probably the controlling factor. In general, data of the type in Figs. 19 and 20 are indicative of the fact that installation effects for counterrotation propellers can be varied and complex.

Full-Scale Flight Results

Two full-scale flight test series were conducted: the PTA tests of the wing-mounted 9-ft (2.74-m) diameter single rotation SR-7L shown in Fig. 22, and the UH-60 Alvin tests of the aft-mounted 11.7-ft (3.57-m) diameter counterrotation F7/A7 shown in Fig. 22. Additional flight tests of counterrotation configurations were conducted on an MD-80 aircraft.[20,21] The detailed acoustic data from which are not available for presentation here.

For near field fundamental tone measurements made at cruise conditions, the favorable comparison between the full-scale PTA flight data and scaled model 8- by 6-ft wind tunnel data was discussed in connection with Fig. 5. The flight data were taken at a nacelle tilt of 1° and aircraft altitude in flight which produced a small angle of attack of the propeller axis with respect to the flow. The wind tunnel data were taken with axial flow into the model. When the nacelle tilt was varied to +2° and -3°, a pronounced azimuthal asymmetry was observed in the tone directivity as indicated by the fuselage and boom data shown in Fig. 23.[35] Fuselage measurements were made by linear, transducer arrays, and boom measurements were made by a linear array at the wing tip 9.4° below the horizontal. Maximum sound pressure levels at blade passage frequency are plotted versus nacelle tilt for four propeller tip speeds. The inflow angle $\psi$ is an estimate of the actual angle of the flow into the propeller relative to the propeller axis. As nacelle tilt is increased, fuselage levels decrease while boom levels increase. The most rapid rates of change occurred at the lower tip speeds where the loading component of the source is stronger relative to the thickness component.

Detailed three-dimensional unsteady Euler calculations[16,36] have been made with the objective of obtaining detailed unsteady blade loadings for input to acoustic radiation codes, the ultimate goal being the prediction of data of the type shown in Fig. 23. Calculated individual instantaneous blade loadings for the three nacelle tilts tested are shown in Fig. 24 for azimuthal locations on the fuselage and boom sides, respectively. Note that the instantaneous loadings at these two locations vary qualitatively in the same manner as the maximum fuselage and boom tone levels. Acoustic calculations using the instantaneous blade
pressures computed throughout one propeller revolution are in progress.

In addition to the comparison of single rotation model data obtained in the Lewis 8- by 6-ft wind tunnel to full-scale PTA data (Fig. 15), counterrotation model data obtained in the same facility have been compared to full-scale UDF flight data. The data were obtained by formation flight of the instrumented Lewis Learjet (shown in Fig. 21 with the PTA aircraft) with the 727 aircraft acting as a flying test bed for the UDF (Fig. 22). Scaled F7/A7 data from the 8- by 6-ft wind tunnel are compared with the flight data in Fig. 28. There is good agreement between the model and full-scale data, particularly since the in-flight automatic pitch control system did not allow the full-scale aft blade pitch angles to be matched with available model data. Predictions of the UDF tones measured by the Learjet at cruise conditions also showed excellent agreement except at the farthest forward angles.

Flyover noise data at simulated community conditions were measured on the ground and are compared to predictions as shown in Fig. 26 from Ref. 14. The flyover directivities are the tone sums at the fundamental, 2BF, and 3BF, respectively. Note that the tone sums at 2BF and 3BF include rotor-alone plus interaction tones. Flight-induced rotors, even in counterrotation model, and the "installed" curves are predictions for installation effects on the rotor alone harmonics only. Except for the tendency to underpredict the low-frequency sum in the forward arc even when installation effects are included in the prediction, the overall agreement between measured and predicted levels is very good. Of course inclusion of installation effects for the higher rotor alone harmonics (Figs. 26b and c) has negligible effect on the totals predicted because these sums are controlled by rotor interaction tones.

Ducted Propellers

Large, long range aircraft typically have engines of large thrust size mounted under the wing. Ducted rotors, even in configurations of the required thrust size, are too large in diameter for this type of installation. Thus interest is currently focusing on ducted propellers (very high bypass fans). Figure 27 lists some of the technical issues for these configurations with the upper half of the figure addressing high-speed cruise and the lower half addressing takeoff/approach aerodynamic characteristics. The discussion here will focus and elaborate on the aerodynamic aspects. At cruise where the acoustic concern is achieving acceptable cabin noise levels, a duct offers some fuselage shielding in the plane of the propeller. However, the cowl must be very thin and short to minimize cruise drag, which decreases shielding leaves little space or depth for acoustic treatment. Large diameter rotors will tend to run at lower tip speeds and have fewer blades than current turbos. These factors push the tones to lower frequencies which require deeper treatments and may move higher harmonics into the frequency range for high annoyance.

At low flight speeds typical of takeoff/approach operations, far field noise is the issue. Inlet distortions associated with high angles of attack, rotor-stator and rotor-strut interactions are potential sources of additional noise. The problem of rotor interaction in flow nonuniformities produced by the cowl support struts, even if integrated in the stator vanes, is aggravated by the added structural requirements associated with holding small rotor tip clearances with larger engine diameters and shorter, thinner cowls. Vane-blade ratios chosen for tone cutoff must be reevaluated to confirm cutoff effectiveness for short ducts. The comments about acoustic treatment lengths and depths, and the spectral changes mentioned for the cruise regime apply to the takeoff/approach regime as well.

A first attempt at estimating the acoustic shielding associated with the short duct was made using a simple barrier model of the cowl that for a range of cowl lengths and placements of the rotor source within a given length cowl. Figure 28 shows attenuations due to duct shielding for duct lengths ranging from 0.25 to 1.00 D rotor diameter for the case where the rotor was located one-third of the duct length from the inlet. The results are for the fundamental tone frequency, wavelength equal to 0.2D. Attenuations are plotted versus frequency and aft sideline position, on a sideline distance equal to 0.8D from the rotor tip. Of course, as the duct is shortened peak attenuation drops from nearly 17 to 7 dB. Higher harmonics or a higher fundamental frequency would experience more attenuation. Calculations with refined models are needed for actual acoustic modes and cowl geometries.

Concluding Remarks

Considerable progress has been made in understanding the aerodynamics of advanced propellers over the past decade with a focus on ducted propellers for the subject in conjunction with the Advanced Turboprop Project. On the prediction side, three-dimensional steady and unsteady aerodynamics codes are available to provide input to acoustic radiation models which account for thickness and loading noise components. A large body of propeller acoustic data is available from both model and full-scale experiments spanning the range of operation from low-speed takeoff/approach to high-speed cruise. When the model wind tunnel data are projected to full-scale flight, the comparisons are very encouraging. Similarly, when the predictions using the analytical tools are compared with data, agreement is often remarkably good. While progress has been made in handling angle of attack and modeling of the theory is needed to describe the azimuthal directivity more accurately. Work remains to be done on realistic installation geometries and the noise produced by propeller operation in the accompanying complex nonuniform flow fields. Interest is now focusing on ducted propellers (very high bypass fans) because of the installation requirements for large thrust under-the-wing propulsion systems for long range aircraft. These large diameter rotors in short ducts involve a new range of aeroacoustic considerations requiring synthesis and extension of turboprop and turbofan acoustic technology.
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(a) PERSPECTIVE.

(b) PHOTOGRAPH.

FIGURE 3. - ACOUSTIC PLATE FOR NEAR FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT IN NASA LEWIS 8 BY 6 FT WIND TUNNEL.
NASA 8 BY 6 TUNNEL ACOUSTIC TEST SECTION OF BOEING TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL

(A) BLADE PASSING TONE.

(B) TONE AT TWICE BLADE PASSING FREQUENCY.

(C) TONE AT THREE TIMES BLADE PASSING FREQUENCY.

FIGURE 4. - COMPARISON OF ACOUSTIC DATA FOR THE F7/A7 COUNTERROTATION PROPELLER MODEL IN THE NASA LEWIS 8 BY 6 AND BOEING TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS. (100% SPEED, M = 0.72, DATA ADJUSTED TO BOEING CONDITIONS ON A 67 CM (22 FT) SIDELINE).

FIGURE 5. - COMPARISON OF SCALED ACOUSTIC DATA FROM THE 8 BY 6 WIND TUNNEL WITH FULL SCALE PTA FLIGHT DATA, M = 0.8 (DATA CORRECTED TO PTA FUSELAGE CONDITIONS ON A 5.05 M (16 FT) SIDELINE).
FIGURE 6. - PHOTOGRAPH OF THE UDF COUNTER-ROTATING TURBOPROP MODEL IN THE 9x15 ANECHOIC WIND TUNNEL.

FIGURE 7. - SR-7 PEAK BLADE PASSING TONE VARIATION WITH HELICAL TIP MACH NUMBER; CONSTANT ADVANCE RATIO, 3.06.
Figure 8. Comparison of SR-7A model data with prediction (1.68 m sideline, \( \beta = 0.88 \), \( R_e = 0.3 \)).

Figure 9. Computed particle paths on an advanced propeller, Mach 0.2; \( J = 1.0 \).

Figure 10. Tone directivity along a 61-mcc(24-in.) sideline for several propeller axis angles of attack. (F7/Ag, 11x9, 90% speed \( M = 0.2 \)).

Figure 11. Azimuthal directivity of forward rotor fundamental tone for propeller at angle of attack. F7/A7, 11x9 propeller, 16° angle of attack, \( M = 0.2 \).
FIGURE 12. - EFFECT OF PROPELLER DROOP ON MAXIMUM TONE NOISE. STRAIGHT WING, 0.54 CHORD SPACING, \( U_1 = 244 \) m/sec (800 ft/sec), \( \beta = 37.8^\circ \), \( M = 0.2 \).

FIGURE 13. - TYPICAL SPL SPECTRUM FOR THE F7/A7 11x9 TURBO-PROP. DATA IS FOR THE FIXED FLOOR MICROPHONE IN THE PROPELLER PLANE. (90 PERCENT SPD, \( \alpha = 0^\circ \), \( \beta_1/\beta_2 = 36.4^\circ/36.5^\circ \), NOMINAL BLADE SPACING)

FIGURE 14. - ANGLE OF ATTACK EFFECTS ON COUNTERROTATION TONES IN AFT PROPELLER PLANE, BELOW THE AIRCRAFT. F7/A7, 11x9; \( \beta_1/\beta_2 = 36.4^\circ/36.5^\circ \), 90% SPD; \( M_\infty = 0.2 \).

FIGURE 15. - COUNTERROTATION PROPELLER TONE DIRECTIVITY AT CRUISE CONDITIONS F1/A1, 9x8, \( M = 0.76 \), 100% SPEED.
FIGURE 16. - COUNTERROTATION PROPELLER NEAR FIELD TONE DIRECTIVITY AT CRUISE CONDITIONS, F1/A1, SWB, M = 0.72, 100% SPEED.

FIGURE 17. - COMPARISON OF F7/A3 AND F7/A7 BLADE ROW SPACING EFFECTS. (137-CM (54-IN.) SIDELINE, 90 PERCENT SPEED, F7/A3, \( \beta_1/\beta_2 = 36.4^\circ/43.5^\circ \), F7/A7, \( \beta_1/\beta_2 = 36.4^\circ/36.5^\circ \), \( \alpha = 0^\circ \), \( M_{\infty} = 0.2 \).)
Figure 18. - Counterrotation Propeller Interaction Tone Directivity at Takeoff/Approach Conditions. F7/A7 11x3. M = 0.2, 80% Speed

Figure 19. - Maximum F7/A7 BPF Tone Level Along a 61-cm (24 in.) Sideline as a Function of Propeller Axis Angle of Attack. (β₁/β₂ = 41.1°/46.4°, 80 percent speed, M∞ = 0.2). *Blade setting angles adjusted for equal torque split.

Figure 20. - Effect of Pylon + Fuselage on F7/A7 Rotor-Alone Tone Sideline Directivity. φ = 90°, 90% Design Speed (61 cm (24 in.) Sideline, α = 0°, M∞ = 0.2).
FIGURE 21. - PROPELLER TEST ASSESSMENT (PTA) GULFSTREAM II AIRCRAFT WITH 9 FOOT (2.74 M) DIAMETER SR-7L PROPELLER MOUNTED ON THE WING. LEWIS INSTRUMENTED LEARJET IN FORMATION.

FIGURE 22. - UNDUCTED FAN (UDF) ENGINE ON THE 727 AIRCRAFT.
Figure 23. - Effect of nacelle tilt on fuselage and wing boom sound pressure levels, $M = 0.8$, 35000 ft (10668 m) altitude, aircraft angles of attack and yaw, 1.6 and -0.5°.

Figure 24. - Instantaneous blade power coefficients for the SR-71 propeller on the PTA aircraft calculated with a 3D unsteady Euler code.

Table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blade Setting</th>
<th>Power Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fore Aft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>Wind Tunnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>Learjet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 25. - UDF fundamental tone directivity measured in flight, compared with scaled model data: F7/A7 blade configuration at Mach 0.72 cruise conditions, sideline distance, 47.2 m (155 ft) altitude, 10668 m (35000 ft).
Figure 26. Comparison of prediction with fly-over UDF data from ground plane microphone - 100% thrust. M = 0.255, pressure altitude = 1323 m (4340 ft).

Figure 27. Technical issues for high-speed ducted propellers (very high bypass fans).
Figure 2b. - Estimated shielding attenuation (propeller one-third of duct from inlet, wave length = D/2).
### TABLE I. - PROPELLER ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS METHODS

(a) Steady regime

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aerodynamic Input</th>
<th>Acoustic model</th>
<th>Single (SR) or counterrotation (CR)</th>
<th>Status(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Lifting line</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>SR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Lifting surface</td>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C1) Euler</td>
<td>Nonlinear/Linear</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>CR(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>CR(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D) Navier-Stokes</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>CR(^b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Unsteady regime

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aerodynamic Input</th>
<th>Acoustic model</th>
<th>Single (SR) or counterrotation (CR)</th>
<th>Status(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(E1) Hybrid aero/linear lift response</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>CR (\text{Installed})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E2) Actuator disk/linear lift response</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>CR (\text{Installed})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E3) Actuator disk/linear lift response</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>CR (\text{Installed})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F) Lifting surface</td>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>CR (\text{Installed})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G) Euler</td>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>CR (\text{Installed})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H) Navier-Stokes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>CR (\text{Installed})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Status: O-Operational UD-Underdevelopment, P-Planned.

\(^b\)Installed.